September 8, 2008

Why Don’t We Have A State Budget Yet?
No Budget Is Better than What Is Being Offered!
Borrowing is the wrong approach to fixing our state’s budget mess:
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The Education Coalition rejects efforts to undermine Prop. 98, the
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• The Republican proposal in the Senate cuts more than $5 billion from education and replaces ongoing money with one-time dollars that would only create a deeper budget hole next year.
• This same proposal would put the Prop. 98 minimum school funding
guarantee at risk, instead relying on one-time temporary funding that
doesn’t address the long-term needs of our students. In fact, $3 billion in cuts would never be repaid to California’s students.
Teachers Supervise
The original Conference Committee Budget proposed by the Legislature
Classroom Volunteers
is a balanced compromise that prevents deeper cuts to schools and students. It’s the real solution that California needs.
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• The Education Coalition supports the original Conference Committee
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• The Conference Committee budget package closes tax loopholes and
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of the teacher. Although vol• Our students and schools need real state budget solutions, not gridunteer parents may assist
lock. Our students didn’t create this budget crisis and their futures
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